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     Net Packaging System

Girplus-R ® is the new addition to the Giro Group net
packaging systems for fruits and vegetables.

GIRPLUS-R SYSTEM

The Girplus-R system, developed by Giro, consists of a
new packaging style and the machinery for its production.

One of its main advantages is its versatility:  Girplus-R can
be made in different styles and formats.  The Girplus-R
welding machine  also allows the user to produce a
complete range of Giro packaging alternatives (Girsac,
Girplus and Girplus-R)

Girplus-R is designed as a new alternative that offers an
excellent display/cost ratio.
The current demand from retailers makes it necessary to
produce packages with no additional cost but assuring a
better display alternative at the point of sales.  Thanks to
the use of a registered1 film up to 119mm wide, the
“header” displays a centered message, and all the packs
have a uniform appearance, providing the consumer with
complete and attractive information of the product.

Picture. 1. Girplus-R  pack with flap and registered film.

PACK FEATURES

- Attractive appearance due to the centered message on the pack header.
- Possibility to make the header with 1 or 2 flaps (see Picture 1) or without flaps (see Picture 2)
- Possibility to include or not include handle holes.
- Allows the use of registered Girfilm at both, one or none of the sides.
- Flexibility to utilize 90 or 119mm header width
- Handles up to 3kg without needing inner or outer reinforcement bands.
- 100% recyclable.  Net and film fully made of polyethylene.  No additional raw material is

used.
- Uses the same consumable materials for all different packaging styles.  Thus affording the

packer a stock cost saving and facilitating stock management.
- Allows the use of self adhesive labels up to 78 x 36 mm.

1 A registered film includes a spot or synchronism signal that allows the packaging machine to cut off at the same place thus always producing
the same pack appearance with a centered message.



 Girplus-R MACHINERY

Girplus-R packs can be produced: a) Using a new Girplus-R  welding machine. b)  Upgrading a current Girplus
machine with a special Upgrade Kit .

The new Girplus-R welding machine offers the packer the possibility of making different bag styles with just one
machine. These include the Girsac, Girplus and Girplus-R in all their formats.

Thanks to this flexibility, a low investment  is needed while maximizing the ability of the packer to offer a larger
variety of bag styles to fit diverse client requirements.
Furthermore, the Upgrade Kit  offers the possibility to retrofit the existing Giro welding machines (Girplus
Classic or Girplus Supra) for the production of the new Girplus-R bags.

EXCELLENT DISPLAY / COST RATIO

The use of Polyethylene both in the net and the film together with
a larger header and a centred message makes Girplus-R an
attractive, versatile and economical pack.

Different netting packs cost level

Clipped net Girplus       Girplus-RGirplus-RGirplus-RGirplus-R   Girsac

The Girplus-R pack cost is placed in the mid cost range (between
Girplus and Girsac).

       Picture. 2 Girplus-R  pack without flap and registered film

RECOMMENDED CONSUMABLES FROM 1,0 KG TO 3,0 KG PACKAGES
WEIGHTWEIGHTWEIGHTWEIGHT 1,0 to 2,5 Kg.1,0 to 2,5 Kg.1,0 to 2,5 Kg.1,0 to 2,5 Kg. 3,0 Kg.3,0 Kg.3,0 Kg.3,0 Kg.

KIND OF NETKIND OF NETKIND OF NETKIND OF NET GC-80-46-2625
GC-92-46-R4-2225
GC-104-46-R4-1923

GC-80-46-2925
GC-92-46-R4-2225
GC-104-46-R4-2025

FILM WIDTHFILM WIDTHFILM WIDTHFILM WIDTH 119 mm. 119 mm.
FILM THICKNESS (gauges)FILM THICKNESS (gauges)FILM THICKNESS (gauges)FILM THICKNESS (gauges) 450 gg. 450 gg.
FILM LENGTH without FLAPFILM LENGTH without FLAPFILM LENGTH without FLAPFILM LENGTH without FLAP 87 mm. (65 header + 22 bottom) 87 mm. (65 header + 22 bottom)
FILM LENGTH with FLAPFILM LENGTH with FLAPFILM LENGTH with FLAPFILM LENGTH with FLAP 143 mm. (121 header + 22 bottom) 143 mm. (121 header + 22 bottom)
LABELLABELLABELLABEL 78 x 36 mm. 78 x 36 mm.
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